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Messrs Corrs Chambers Westgarth
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Stcr~widc:

Dear Colleagues
RE: VARIOUS CLAIMS V BRISBANE GRAMMAR SCHOOL

We enclose:-

1.

•

Proposed Mediation Agreement.

Lilli.I) CO,\S I

Please note that we require your response to the enclosed in good time
before 3:00pm, 8 April 2002, when we will be meeting with our Counsel
to discuss matters further.

We wish to make it clear that for the AOR process to work effectively
we will expect there to be a settlement of "all " clafms at mediation ("all
or none"). In any event there is a prospect that the various claimants will
see fit to take a collective approach in the sense that if any one of their
fellow "victims" claims do not settle then their own claim will be
deemed to have not reached settlement.

·1 O\\'N'.Vll.1 i>

Email: l~w@shin~.~om.nu
Wcusite; 1vww.sl1 lrt~.\·oni.au

Finally with reference to paragraph 3 of the orders obtained in the
matters o~§d•f@land l;Jj•ft.1we
forward to receiving your material
,in responsem mat filed by the plaintiffs', by 15 April 2002.
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Yours faithfully
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